FORESTY EDITOR GIVES TALK HERE

George M. Cornwell Speaks on "The Sawlog" Friday

George M. Cornwell, editor of the Daily Oregonian, circulated magazine, published out of Portland, will speak here Friday evening, according to布置宣大学生. Several other members of the student body have joined him.

The talk will be given with the knowledge that the sawlog is a valuable product, and that its value is not confined to the sawlog itself, but extends to other products as well.

Cornwell has made a constructive study of the subject and in his talk will present a number of interesting facts and figures about the sawlog. He will also discuss the various methods of cutting and dressing the sawlog, and give a detailed account of the various uses to which it is put.

The talk will be held in the Student Union Building, and is open to all students and friends of the University.

CARS COLLIDE WEST OF GHY

A heavy gasoline truck was involved in an accident outside the boundary of the University campus Saturday night. The truck was carrying gasoline from the campus to the outskirts of the city. The accident occurred when the truck ran off the road and struck a tree. The driver of the truck was not injured. The accident caused a temporary interruption of gasoline delivery to the area.

COACHES PROMISE WILDFIRE AND BEARSKIN WILL FLY

Kling and Moscow teams were honored with the coach's promise of fir and bearskin during the annual mixer held at the campus. The coaches, both well known for their skill and expertise, promised to bring the wildfire and bearskin to the mixer, adding to the excitement of the event.

PEOPLE TO HAVE BUSY WEEK END AND HOLIDAYS

Will Leave Wednesday for Trip to Spokane

The members of the Pep band will leave Thursday for a trip to Spokane to perform at the annual mixer. They will be accompanied by the cheerleaders and the football team. The trip will be a long one, but the band is looking forward to the opportunity to entertain the students of the University of Idaho.

SOUTHERN BAND TO PLAY AT LANEIRO COLLEGE

The Southern band will play at Laneiro College on Saturday afternoon. The band is looking forward to the opportunity to perform in a new location and to meet new students and faculty.

MUSICIANS WANT SOUTH IDAHO TRIP

BOB ROBINSON EXPLAINS BALANCE OF TRADE

"International Relations Club Will Hear Book Reports"

The balance of trade is a complex and often misunderstood concept. Dr. J. H. Smith, professor of economics at the University, will explain the concept and its significance to the club members. The meeting will be held in the Student Union Building.

Students Give Music Recital

"Will be Presented in Sunday Afternoon Program at Auditorium"

The students' music recital will be held in the auditorium on Sunday afternoon. The recital will feature a variety of musical performances by students from different disciplines. The audience is encouraged to attend and enjoy the talent on display.

Omphalodes, one of the most beautiful flowers in the world, will be the focus of the recital. The flower is named after the ancient Greek god, Omphalos, who was said to have been born from the earth itself.

Some new leaves are being covered over as the students think of the coming winter. It is a time to look back on the past year and to plan for the future.

Professor's piano students will play at the recital. The program will also include works by other composers, including Beethoven and Chopin.
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Juniors Plan Big "Time Tuesday" at Annual Mixer

Prep Party Held at Hospital, Hotel, Senior Trousseaux

Women Pay a Dime

Senior Women Are Invited to Assist in Banquet.
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Encyclopedia Has Article by Church

Dr. C. C. Church, a member of the University of Idaho history department, has written an article on the University of Idaho for the 1933 edition of the National Encyclopedia. The article will be published in the next issue of the encyclopedia.
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Guns and Gripe
To The Editor

Organisation
By All Means

Hypocritic taxes are great! Their taxes don’t tax the best but, there is still place for that. In my home, I have been taken up with the organisation of a “Partial Officer” and a "Total Officer". Probably plenty of you are Wondering what that is. A "Partial Officer" is an officer who pays taxes but don’t obey the laws. A "Total Officer" is an officer who pays taxes and obeys the laws. Actually it is more than one man can do and do well, but if you find one, please let me know.

They say the "Partial Officer" has "moral obligations" and the "Total Officer" has "moral duties". They say the "Partial Officer" has "moral impulses" and the "Total Officer" has "moral necessities". They say the "Partial Officer" has "moral reactions" and the "Total Officer" has "moral reactions". They say the "Partial Officer" has "moral resources" and the "Total Officer" has "moral resources". They say the "Partial Officer" has "moral needs" and the "Total Officer" has "moral needs". They say the "Partial Officer" has "moral desires" and the "Total Officer" has "moral desires". They say the "Partial Officer" has "moral interests" and the "Total Officer" has "moral interests".

Moralism is the highest form of "Partial Offensiveness" and the lowest form of "Total Offensiveness".
So Round, so Firm, so Fully Packed

It's easy to see why so many women prefer Lucky Strike. Luckies are fully packed with long strands of choice tobaccos, round and firm to the very tips. That means Luckies always draw easily, always burn smoothly. It also means no annoying loose ends to clog to lips or mess up the nice things in a woman's purse. And every day more and more women are showing their appreciation by saying "Luckies please!"

ALWAYS the finest tobacco
ALWAYS the finest workmanship
ALWAYS Luckies please!

"It's toasted"

THE TWO TICKET DANCES
FRIDAY and SATURDAY NITE

The ticket dance scheduled for Friday, December 3, has been advanced to Friday, October 27, due to the fact that many will be gone next week.

BLUE BUCKET INN
VANDALS PRIMED FOR BULLDOG TILT

Elihu Spalding in Top Physical and Mental Trim for Gonaga Game

The Vandals will face what is expected to be one of the best Georgia teams in history when they meet the Yellow Jackets at the Georgia stadium in Athens Saturday night. The Vandals, Stilt K. Smith and his men, are in terrific physical condition after several grueling practices. The Georgia team, under the leadership of Coach William Woodward, is expected to be a tough opponent for the Vandals.

I. Jordan, John Morgan, last, and the Schjelderup brothers, players of the basketball team, were all seen practicing in the gymnasium with T. J. Hall, the coach, last week. Jordan, a 6-foot center, has been a key player for the team.

PULLMAN GAME TO DRAW BIG CROWD

Washington and W. S. C. Basketball Prospects Many Thrills

With Idaho and Oregon both coming off strong seasons, the Pullman game is expected to be a highly competitive one. According to Fred L. Waring, the Pullman coach, his team is well prepared for the challenge. The Vandals have been working hard in practice and are in top physical condition.

FENCERS ELECT 1933 OFFICERS

The election of officers and Hains of plans for the coming year was held last night at the Idaho-University stadium. The officers elected were: President, C. O. Conner; Vice-President, M. R. Morgan; Secretary, E. S. Farnsworth; and Treasurer, R. T. Miller.

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL

Babson Hall won the championship in the intramural football tournament. The team, under the leadership of Coach L. W. Truesdell, played well and defeated the other teams in the tournament, including the Idaho team.

BASKETBALL Prospects GOOD FOR SEASON

Basketball prospects for the coming season are good, according to Coach E. W. Cooper. The Vandals have a strong team and are expected to be a force in the conference.

GORDON NE-FLEX will stretch your budget!

If you're feeling the strain of stockpiling

LASTEX—at last—in a sheer chiffon stocking... knitted right into the welt. The two-way stretch of this miracle yarn yields with every movement of your body, fits your leg perfectly, and lasts at

ECONOMICAL. COMFORTABLE. DURABLE. In all the smart fall colors.

DAVIDS’ Moscow’s Own Store”

GIRLS THE SWEATER SEASON IS HERE

Our College Shop has an unusually large assortment of the newest styles and colors for students. Featuring Twin Sets $2.99 $3.49 Turtle Neck "Mohair" $2.98

All Wool Novelty $2.98 Angora "Pipitina" $3.98

All Wool Skirts in Apple $1.98
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